washable face covering
UNIFORMS THAT WORK FOR YOU
PR799 Washable Face Covering  Washable and reusable, two layers of single
jersey fabric with inner loop option for fit adjustment, Silvadur™ 930 Antimicrobial
finish on inner layer, Zelan™ R3 / Teflon EcoElite™ water repellent finish on outer
layer  L 32cm x W 12cm  95% Cotton, 5% Elastane, 160gsm  15 colours
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3 layer fabric mask

3 LAYER FACE MASK

PR796 3 Layer Fabric Mask  Three layer fabric mask with a middle filtering layer, High air permeability for ease of breathing,
Elasticated ear loops with adjustable drawstring cord to fit securely in place, Bendy nose wire to prevent glasses steaming up,
Optional pocket for carbon filter (PR797 sold separately), Snug fit over nose and chin, Comes in a resealable retail friendly bag 
Outer layer: 100% Woven cotton, Mid layer: Filtering non-woven polyester, Inner layer: Soft feel 100% woven cotton  12 colours

POWERED BY, HEIQ VIROBLOCK*
PR994 3 Layer Face Mask  HeiQ Viroblock antimicrobial textile technology applied to
the inner layer; designed to kill microbes, germs and bacteria on the fabric surface, Three
layers with a middle filtering layer with pocket for inserting optional PR797 carbon filter,
Elasticated ear loops and drawcord to fit securely in place, Teflon™ water repellant outer
layer to repel droplets landing on the mask surface  Outer layer: 65% Polyester, 35%
Cotton, Mid layer: 100% Polyester non-woven, Inner layer: 100% Cotton jersey, powered
by HeiQ Viroblock  5 colours
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Filter can fit into the
pocket of the PR796
3 Layer face mask

pm2.5 activated
carbon mask filter
PR797 PM2.5 Activated Carbon
Mask Filter  Optional filter for
PR796 for additional defence,
Spunbond cloth filters micron-level
dust, PM2.5 (Partical matter 2.5
microns), Conforms to standards
GB2626-2006, Reduces
inhalation of particles such as
haze, dust, pollen and motor
vehicle exhaust emissions.

pack of 10
Powered by HeiQ Viroblock, a world-leading innovative Swiss textile technology.
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face masks & coverings

*AFNOR SPEC S76-001 – Eurofins Test CH_PCL_6 Class 1. Please read disclaimer on page 145

*AFNOR SPEC S76-001 – Eurofins Test CH_PCL_1 Class 1. Please read disclaimer on page 145.
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